
focusing on prisons this title is a useful reference for practitioners working in prisons and other parts of the criminal justice system it explores a range of historical and contemporary issues relating to prisons imprisonment and prison management through a comprehensive analysis of legislative and organisational changes and interviews with all the key players the honest politician s guide to prisons and probation provides an authoritative account of the crisis which has gradually engulfed the prison and probation services since 1991 setting out the nature and extent of the crisis king and willmott show how the woolf agenda was overridden in a process of political churn through explorations of the conservative government until 1997 new labour from 1997 to 2010 and the coalition and conservative governments since 2010 uniquely interviews with all surviving home secretaries and justice secretaries of the period include insightful and candid reflections upon their time in office and how they saw the future views from both inside and outside the prisons and probation services are also explored based on interviews with the director generals of the prison service and of the new national probation service chief inspectors of prisons and probation and the four most recent lord chief justices including lord woolf himself concluding by drawing on this collective wisdom king and willmott set out what is needed for an effective and sustainable future it is essential reading not just for those in westminster but also for practitioners in criminal justice advocacy organisations thinktanks and scholars and students in criminology criminal justice british politics and public
policy this essential handbook provides the critical elements from its companion volume the successful handbook of offender assessment and treatment a comprehensive review of assessment and treatment it covers the major offender groups sex offenders violent offenders offenders with mental and personality disorders and property offenders a range of treatment approaches are also included incorporating behavioural cognitive skills based anger management school programs and family based approaches whilst retaining its international high quality appeal the essential handbook of offender assessment and treatment is a concise portable edition for all clinicians academics and researchers working with offenders across a range of settings written for practitioners and policymakers this book will help professionals across health education social care and juvenile justice services to understand the needs of young offenders and adolescents at risk of entering the criminal justice system developmental in approach the textbook provides a comprehensive overview of forensic child and adolescent mental health using cases to help clinicians link theoretical principles to practice and understand how mental health and neurodevelopmental impairment can relate to offending behaviour with an emphasis on preventive initiatives early intervention and the building of psycho social resilience through the delivery of values based practice this book highlights the need for comprehensive assessment for young people across multiple domains of their lives this book is of interest to all clinicians working within mental health teams practitioners working with children and adolescents professionals involved with youth justice and medico legal issues and politicians responsible for establishing health and social policy developments in social work with offenders explains the organisational and legislative changes that have occurred in social work and probation across the uk in the past 10 years in the context of the accumulating body of knowledge about what constitutes effective practice in the assessment supervision and management of offenders in the community three different aspects of working with offenders are covered developments in policy assessment supervision and intervention and issues and needs contributions from experts in the field discuss issues such as community punishment case management accreditation and resettlement the continuing concern with promoting evidence based solutions to crime is addressed and this book will assist professionals working with offenders with making focused interventions supported by research this book will be essential reading for students of social work and probation and criminology probation officers and social workers this document sets out the government's five year strategy to reform the criminal justice system in england and wales in relation to the management of offenders focusing on measures to address the factors involved in patterns of reoffending proposals include improved integration of prison and probation service roles under the national offender management service the introduction of going straight contracts for offenders setting out a clear set of incentives and sanctions the creation of a single community order to replace existing communities penalties with a mix of 12 different requirements including unpaid community work as a community payback a new estates strategy for adult prisons with a plan for community prisons to be unveiled in spring 2006 extended use of conditional cautions with variable fines
based on ability to pay a new indeterminate sentence for public protection to ensure dangerous offenders do not get parole the introduction of a commissioning system that ensures the separation of those who buy services from service providers and legislation to turn probation boards into trusts the last few years have seen a marked change in attitudes towards rehabilitation and the management of offenders this study reviews the research evidence presents examples of effective intervention programmes and addresses such issues as service planning delivery and evaluation over the past three decades the american criminal justice system has become unapologetically punitive high rates of incarceration and frequent use of long term segregation have become commonplace with little concern for evidence that such practices make the public safer and as the editors of this groundbreaking volume assert they do not bringing together experts in the fields of social science forensic psychology and criminal justice using social science to reduce violent offending addresses what truly works in reducing violent offending promoting an approach to correctional policy grounded in an evidence based and nuanced understanding of human behavior leading authorities from the united states canada and great britain offer specific and practical strategies for improving the criminal and juvenile justice systems beginning by covering the history and scope of violent crime and incarceration in the u s this pioneering volume offers clear and practical recommendations for implementing approaches focused on behavioral change of even the most particular offender groups such as juvenile offenders sexual offenders and offenders with mental illnesses the authors argue for a more scientifically informed justice system one where offenders through correctional approaches such as community based treatments and cognitive behavioral interventions can be expected to learn the skills they will need to succeed in avoiding crime upon release authors also highlight methods for overcoming system inertia in order to implement these recommendations drawing on the science of human behavior to inform correctional practice this book is an invaluable resource for policymakers practitioners mental health and criminal justice professionals and anyone interested in the science behind the policies surrounding criminal punishment part of the wiley series in forensic clinical psychology offending behaviour programmes development application and controversies explores the subject at two levels the technical issues associated with designing and implementing programs and the broader issues surrounding programs such as the impact on practitioners each chapter covers theory research practice and evaluation under the provisions of the coroners and justice act 2009 the justice select committee must be consulted on proposed draft sentencing guidelines by the sentencing council for england and wales the draft assault guideline sentencingcouncil org uk docs assault draftguideline web pdf is the first guideline to be developed by the sentencing council since it was established in april 2010 the proposed guideline will replace the existing guideline on assault published by the sentencing guidelines council in february 2008 this report includes the committee s comments to the sentencing council as a respondent to their consultation draws attention to the guideline and gives the evidence received the committee will take the same approach when publishing its consideration of future guidelines
describes the evidence based approaches to preventing relapse of major mental and substance related disorders therapist’s guide to evidence based relapse prevention combines the theoretical rationale empirical data and the practical how to for intervention programs the first section will serve to describe the cognitive behavioral model of relapse and provide a general introduction to relapse prevention techniques while section ii will focus on specific problem areas section iii will focus on diverse populations and treatment settings incorporates theoretical and empirical support provides step by step strategies for implementing relapse prevention techniques includes case studies that describe application of relapse prevention techniques forensic psychology has developed and extended from an original narrow focus on presenting evidence to the courts to a wider application across the whole span of civil and criminal justice which includes dealing with suspects offenders victims witnesses defendants litigants and justice professionals this handbook provides an encyclopedic style source regarding the major concerns in forensic psychology it is an invaluable reference text for practitioners within community special hospital secure unit prison probation and law enforcement forensic settings as well as being appropriate for trainees and students in these areas it will also serve as a companion text for lawyers and psychiatric and law enforcement professionals who wish to be apprised of forensic psychology coverage each entry provides a succinct outline of the topic describes current thinking identifies relevant consensual or contested aspects and alternative positions readers are presented with key issues and directed towards specialized sources for further reference this book is for social work and criminal justice practitioners who wish to develop culturally appropriate and effective programs for reducing anger related violence perpetrated by indigenous men it places cultural context at the heart of any intervention broadening the focus from problematic behaviour to a more holistic notion of well being the book is structured in three parts part 1 explores indigenous perspectives on anger and violence on both sociological and psychological levels the different views presented show there is no single cause but provide contexts for understanding an individual’s anger part 2 outlines methodologies and processes for collecting meaningful data on anger and indigenous men part 3 presents ideas for developing and delivering anger management programs that meet the needs of indigenous men how to adapt existing programs in culturally appropriate ways specific needs of the staff delivering the programs a pedagogical framework and sample session plans and future directions for program development and evaluation the contributors include psychologists counsellors educationalists and academics from both indigenous and non indigenous backgrounds why do we punish is it because only punishment can achieve justice for victims and right the wrong of a crime or is it justified because it reduces crime by deterring potential offenders offering rehabilitative treatment to others and incapacitating the most dangerous the complex answers to this enduring question vary across time and place and are directly linked to people’s personal cultural social religious and ethical commitments and even their sense of identity this unique introduction to the philosophy of punishment provides a systematic analysis of the themes of retribution deterrence rehabilitation incapacitation and restorative justice
integrating philosophical sociological political and ethical perspectives it provides a thorough and wide ranging discussion of the purposes meanings and justifications of punishment for crime and the extent to which punishment does could or should live up to what it claims to achieve why punish challenges criminology and criminal justice students as well as policy makers judges magistrates and criminal justice practitioners to think more critically about the role of punishment and the moral principles that underpin it bridging abstract theory with the realities of practice rob canton asks what better punishment would look like and how it can be achieved this up to date collection begins with an account and analysis of the role of psychologists in prisons in relation to research looks at the results of evidence based psychological approaches to working with prisoners first half of the book has its primary focus on psychological evaluation research includes chapters on psychological research on suicide bullying life sentenced prisoners and staff sickness designed for those who work in correctional settings and as a textbook for the college classroom this volume covers many administrative organizational and ethical issues as well as the practical aspects of the field the core mental health services used within the correctional institution are described in detail before general characteristics treatment and management of specific groups are discussed including those who abuse substances the mentally impaired female offenders sexual offenders and juvenile offenders the various clinical and consultative activities offered to treat and train institutional staff are also described annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or based on practice experience in both the uk and the usa gender and groupwork brings together the best of groupwork knowledge skills and values in a true transatlantic partnership documented evidence suggests that community safety is best achieved through policies promoting human services rather than relying totally on prisons and that promoting intervention in an individual s own environment known as ecological integrity is closely associated with effective intervention this is the first book to focus on the transfer of knowledge of worldwide effective offender rehabilitation programs prominent researchers and practitioners in the criminal justice field have contributed their extensive knowledge of what it takes to implement effective correctional practices with ecological integrity reviews real world challenges of program effectiveness and survival offers effective evidence based innovative alternatives to imprisonment of offenders offers a common multi level systems perspective as a framework for the international case studies featured the first book to focus on the transfer of knowledge and best practice through the concept of technology transfer offender rehabilitation has become increasingly and almost exclusively associated with structured cognitive behavioural programmes for fifty years however a small number of english prisons have promoted an alternative method of rehabilitation the democratic therapeutic community tc these prisons offer long term prisoners convicted of serious offences the opportunity to undertake group psychotherapy within an overtly supportive and esteem enhancing living environment drawing upon original research conducted with residents prisoners and staff at three tc prisons offender rehabilitation and therapeutic communities provides a uniquely evocative and engaging portrayal of the tc regime individual
chapters focus on residents adaptation to the tc way of rehabilitation and imprisonment the development of caring relationships between community members residents contributions towards the safe and efficient running of their community and the greater assimilation of sexual offenders within tcs for men made possible in part by a lessening in hypermasculinity by analyzing residents own accounts of desistance in process in the tc this book argues that tcs help offenders to change by enabling positive developments to their personal identity and self narratives to the ways in which they see themselves and their life the radically different penal environment allows its residents to become someone different this ebook is a selective guide designed to help scholars and students of social work find reliable sources of information by directing them to the best available scholarly materials in whatever form or format they appear from books chapters and journal articles to online archives electronic data sets and blogs written by a leading international authority on the subject the ebook provides bibliographic information supported by direct recommendations about which sources to consult and editorial commentary to make it clear how the cited sources are interrelated related a reader will discover for instance the most reliable introductions and overviews to the topic and the most important publications on various areas of scholarly interest within this topic in social work as in other disciplines researchers at all levels are drowning in potentially useful scholarly information and this guide has been created as a tool for cutting through that material to find the exact source you need this ebook is a static version of an article from oxford bibliographies online social work a dynamic continuously updated online resource designed to provide authoritative guidance through scholarship and other materials relevant to the study and practice of social work oxford bibliographies online covers most subject disciplines within the social science and humanities for more information visit aboutobo com winner of the british psychological society book award 2018 textbook category this fascinating book examines some of the ideological underpinnings of forensic psychological research policy and practice it is refreshingly reflective and a significant contribution to the field i strongly recommend it professor graham towl durham university and formerly chief psychologist at the ministry of justice the strength of this book is the complexity of concepts and topics covered mean that it is suitable for students who wish to be challenged dr louise almond university of liverpool this is a book for people who like to think it presents the realities of practice with the challenges of theory and asks the reader to shake off complacency it is insightful and challenging but most of all it is very readable professor joanna r adler middlesex university students of forensic psychology need to learn how to combine practical skills such as report writing or assessments with a critical understanding of both theory and the wider political and policy landscape that surrounds the profession mapped to the british psychological society s stage one and two training requirements for forensic psychologists forensic psychology theory research policy and practice will help you understand how these crucial areas of the profession interact and how they can shape one another throughout the text the authors provide a detailed analysis of key concepts debates and theories while weaving in insights and reflections from key
professionals ensuring you have the necessary knowledge and skills to pass assignments and get past the stage 2 supervised practice requirements en route to becoming a qualified forensic psychologist this text will be essential reading for all those on msc forensic psychology courses and will also be a useful reader for those on practitioner doctorates as well as the already qualified needing to keep up with the cpd the book is also a useful companion to professionals in allied criminal justice professions the psychology express undergraduate revision guide series will help you understand key concepts quickly revise effectively and make your answers stand out understanding prisons and the policies surrounding them is of fundamental importance to students and practitioners of criminology and related fields this concise and accessible guide offers a compendium of key information theories concepts research and policy presenting a rounded and critical overview of the prison system in england and wales covering the historical and contemporary context of prisons the text guides the reader through the work of prison officers a tour of international prisons and how prison life is experienced by different groups such as women focusing on the experiences of stakeholder groups and the themes of power legitimacy and rehabilitation the book concludes with an overview of the future challenges for prisons each chapter includes key learning features end of chapter questions definitions of key terms and concepts examples and illustrative case studies learning outcomes summary boxes of major research studies and further reading this book offers criminologists and students an evidence based discussion of the latest trends in corrections over the last several decades research has clearly shown that rehabilitation efforts can be effective at reducing recidivism among criminal offenders however researchers also recognize that treatment is not a one size fits all approach offenders vary by gender age crime type and or addictions to name but a few and these individual needs must be addressed by providers finally issues such as leadership quality of staff and evaluation efforts affect the quality and delivery of treatment services this book synthesizes the vast research for the student interested in correctional rehabilitation as well as for the practitioner working with offenders while other texts have addressed issues regarding treatment in corrections this text is unique in that it not only discusses the research on what works but also addresses implementation issues as practitioners move from theory to practice as well as the importance of staff leadership and evaluation efforts the last few years have seen a marked change in attitudes to the rehabilitation and management of offenders it is now impossible to ignore evidence which demonstrates the possibilities for reducing reoffending this book assembles and consolidates that evidence and indicates the implications for both practice and research professionals in probation parole and law as well as in forensic psychology psychiatry nursing and prison management and policy will find this book of direct relevance to their work and thinking it will be of interest and value to practitioners academics and researchers across the whole field of adult and juvenile criminal justice a key emphasis of the book is the relationship between research and practice the evidence presented here constitutes a significant advancement in knowledge in the social sciences generally and the findings are of considerable practical importance in providing guidelines of relevance to practitioners and policy makers
throughout the criminal justice system substance abuse and mental health problems constitute a significant proportion of the concerns of the criminal justice system in answer to the rise of these issues the justice system increasingly uses court orders to force individuals into treatment programs in this volume the contributors examine rehabilitation as it works under these court orders analyzing the efficacy of the judicial approach exploring key features of service delivery partnership arrangements and the professional and ethical dilemmas that arise they highlight perspectives from service users themselves providing rare and valuable insight for criminal justice research approaching the issue from a practitioner’s viewpoint good practice in working with violence focuses on working with perpetrators of violence that has resulted in both physical and psychological harm drawing on the experiences of contributors from a range of backgrounds the book discusses the challenges involved in working with violence and its effects relevant for a variety of practice settings good practice in working with violence is a comprehensive guide to the techniques and skills required for good practice in assessing and managing violence youth violence sources and solutions in south africa thoroughly and carefully reviews the evidence for risk and protective factors that influence the likelihood of young people acting aggressively layers of understanding are built by viewing the problem from a multitude of perspectives including the current situation in which south african youth are growing up perspectives from developmental psychology the influences of race class and gender and of the media the book then reviews the evidence for effective interventions in the contexts of young people’s lives their homes their schools their leisure activities with gangs in the criminal justice system in cities and neighbourhoods and with sexual offenders in doing so thoughtful suggestions are made for keeping an evidence based perspective while necessarily adapting interventions for developing world contexts such as south africa youth violence in south africa sources and solutions is a valuable addition to the library of anyone who has ever wondered about youth violence or wanted to do something about it reaffirming rehabilitation 2nd edition brings fresh insights to one of the core works of criminal justice literature this groundbreaking work analyzes the rehabilitative ideal within the american correctional system and discusses its relationship to and conflict with political ideologies many researchers and policymakers rejected the value of rehabilitation after robert martinson’s proclamation that nothing works cullen and gilbert’s book helped stem the tide of negativism that engulfed the u s correctional system in the years that followed the popularization of the nothing works doctrine now cullen traces the social impact on u s corrections policy this new edition is appropriate as a textbook in corrections courses and as recommended reading in related courses it also serves as a resource for researchers and policymakers working in the field of corrections criminal recidivism intends to fill a gap in the criminological psychology literature by examining the processes underlying persistent criminal careers this book aims to investigate criminal recidivism and why how and for how long an individual continues to commit crimes whilst also reviewing knowledge about risk assessment and the role of psychopathy including neurocriminological factors in encouraging recidivism it also focuses on the recidivism of sex offenders and on
what works in reducing reoffending at an empirical level this book attempts to explain criminal persistence and recidivism using longitudinal data from the cambridge study in delinquent development csdd at a psycho criminological level it joins together quantitative and qualitative analyses making its content a practical guide to explain predict and intervene to reduce the risk of criminal recidivism the authors present quantitative analyses of criminal careers as well as qualitative life histories of chronic offenders in order to bring home the reality and consequences of a life of crime the book is aimed not only at advanced students and academics in psychology criminology probation studies social sciences psychiatry sociology political science and penology but also at decision makers policy officials and practitioners within the realm of crime intervention and prevention and also at forensic experts judges and lawyers this important and up to the minute collection of essays by some of the leading scholars in the field will be much used and cited combining as it does sophisticated theoretical reflections fresh empirical evidence and careful attention to specific topics highly recommended professor sir anthony bottoms universities of cambridge and sheffield for anyone with an interest in offender supervision this book is absolutely essential reading it marks a watershed in the development of research and scholarship in this field of offering an unparalleled collection of cutting edge essays on the key issues it will become an indispensible point of reference for many years to come professor mike hough kings college london and president of the british society of criminology this is a hugely welcome addition to the literature on work with offenders offering the intellectual basis for moving correctional practice beyond the original what works agenda to a new and more effective focus on individual relationships trust and legitimacy professor mike maguire cardiff university and university of glamorgan criminal justice systems across europe face major social political and financial challenges at this time this collection could not be more timely it will be of great value to the many policy makers managers and practitioners working hard to improve offender supervision deliver community justice and make communities safer leo tigges secretary general cep the european probation organisation this major new book brings together leading researchers to describe and analyse internationally significant theoretical and empirical work on offender supervision and to address the policy and practice implications of this work within and across jurisdictions the book draws out the lessons that can be learned not just from studying what works but from exploring how and why particular practices support desistance in specific jurisdictional cultural and local contexts offender supervision will be essential reading for academics undergraduate and postgraduate students policy makers managers and practitioners interested in offender supervision the politics of criminal sentencing has recently crystallised around the issue of whether and how a system of structured sentencing should inform judicial approaches to punishing criminals increasingly structured sentencing guidelines are being introduce to frame judicial discretion this volume is the first to examine the experience in england and wales in the light of international developments this collection of essays begins with a clear and concise history of the guidelines as well as a description of how they function topics addressed include the effect of guidelines
on judicial practice the role of public opinion in developing sentencing guidelines
the role of the crime victim in sentencing guidelines and the use of guidelines by
practicing barristers in addition the international dimension offers a comparative
perspective the english guidelines are explored by leading academics from the
united states and new zealand although there is a vast literature on sentencing
guidelines across the united states the english guidelines have attracted almost no
attention from scholars as other jurisdictions look to introduce more structure to
sentencing the english scheme offers a real alternative to current us schemes
contributors include practicing lawyers legal and socio legal academics and also
scholars from several other countries including new zealand and the united states
providing a multidisciplinary and cross jurisdictional approach to sentencing this
book will be of interest to academics from law sociology and criminology legal
practitioners and indeed anyone else with an interest in sentencing around the
world employment for former prisoners is a critical pathway toward reintegration
into society and is central to the processes of desistance from crime nevertheless
the economic climate in western countries has aggravated the ability of former
prisoners and people with criminal records to find gainful employment after
prison opens with a former prisoner s story of reintegration employment
experiences next relying on a combination of research interviews quantitative data
and literature contributors present an international comparative review of canada
s evolving criminal record legislation the promotive features of employment the
complex constraints and stigma former prisoners encounter as they seek
employment the individual and societal benefits of assisting former prisoners
attain gainful employment a main theme throughout is the interrelationship
between employment and other central conditions necessary for safety and
sustenance this book offers suggestions for criminal record policy amendments
and new reintegration practices that would assist individuals in the search for
employment using the evidence and research findings of practitioners and
scholars in social work criminology and law psychology and other related fields
the contributors concentrate on strategies that will reduce the stigma of having
been in prison foster supportive relationships between social and legal agencies
and prisons and parole systems and encourage individually tailored resources and
training following release of individuals drawing on foucault s later work on
governmentality this book traces the effects of the rise of risk on contemporary
social work practice focusing on two domains of practice mental health social
work and probation work it analyses the ways in which risk thinking has affected
social work s aims and objectives methods and approaches the short guide to
criminal justice provides a comprehensive yet concise introduction to the current
state of the criminal justice system in the united kingdom a subject often
subsumed in larger discussions of crime and criminology avoiding an overtly
legalistic or philosophical approach lisa jayne o malley and sharon elizabeth grace
offer an accessible entry point for students and researchers across disciplines who
seek to better understand a range of key criminal justice issues also exploring the
experience of criminal justice in relation to inequality a subject of increasing
urgency both in the united kingdom and internationally this book serves as a
foundation for further investigation and discussion a guide for the design and
implementation of treatment programs this book emphasizes clinical issues over research and offers valuable suggestions for dealing with problems that arise in treatment contributors describe their work in prisons psychiatric institutions and community settings special attention is given to culturally sensitive treatments and to special populations including professionals clergy juveniles women and the physically challenged this book provides reviews the history and development of community justice social work in scotland it argues that criminal justice social work emerged as a distinct specialty as a result of the law reform act of 1990 and the subsequent implementation of the national objectives and standards nos these created a role for trained social workers within the court system to make a wider range of community sentences available for nonviolent and less serious offenders this role was again changed with the passing of the management of offenders act 2005 and the release of the first national strategy for the management of offenders 2006 two changes which fostered the development of a consistent approach to managing offenders in prison and in the community part i of the book provides a general overview of these developments and an analysis of the current state of criminal justice social work it also reviews the available evidence about when how and why people stop offending about desistance from crime part ii provides an account of the legal contexts of criminal justice social work services in scotland and an analysis of the role that social work plays in both the sentencing process and community supervision part iii examines how supervision of offenders in the community might be developed in order to support desistance better social integration and reduce reoffending the nato advanced study institute on the prevention of crime and violence among the mentally iii was held in may 1999 in tuscany italy participants from 15 countries attended since care for persons with mental illness schizophrenia major depression bipolar disorder delusional disorder atypical psychoses has been deinstitutionalized some persons with these disorders are committing crimes and serious violence consequently societies around the world are confronted with a new challenge to provide mental health care and social services to mentally ill persons in a humane way that will prevent illegal behaviours research in this field has been dominated by investigations designed to improve clinicians accuracy in predicting violent behaviours with little attention focused on the organization and implementation of treatments the premise of the advanced study institute was that treatments must have empirically proven efficacy both professional ethics and public accountability require empirical evidence that each treatment will alleviate the problem that it targets however despite the fact that western industrial societies provide treatment for mentally ill persons who have offended there is a very limited base of knowledge on what constitutes effective treatment and how such treatments should be organized and delivered the advanced study institute was an attempt to stimulate and encourage research that will extend this knowledge base the goals were to review what is known about mentally ill offenders and about effective treatments for them and to provide a framework for the orientation of future investigations designed to improve treatment efficacy this book provides a detailed and practical exploration of criminal recidivism and social reintegration in jamaica it uses various methods to seek the authentic voices of inmates ex prisoners deported
migrants and practitioners drawing on an original study to examine factors that might help ex prisoners more successfully transition from a prison environment to life within the community Leslie also raises important questions about the Jamaican state's capacity to meet the needs of inmates particularly as a large number of its citizens are subject to forced repatriation to their homeland by overseas jurisdictions due to their offending recidivism in the Caribbean provides a unique insight into institutional and community life in a post colonial society whilst linking practices theories of offender management it will particularly appeal to criminologists and sociologists interested in tertiary crime prevention but also those interested in correctional policy and practice punishment and deviance
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